The world of lipids does not always get its due. For example, have you heard of hopanoids? Some bacteria make these unusual polycyclic lipids that resemble steroids with an extra ring and carrying side chains characteristic of the species that makes them. Just like cholesterol in eukaryotic membranes, these almost planar molecules insert in bacterial membranes where they enhance stiffness. That hopanoids and steroids play analogous roles was shown in mycoplasma-bacteria with the unusual ability to incorporate exogenous steroids in their membranes. Mycoplasma mycoides, it turns out, can grow without steroids if provided with hopanoids. Not all bacteria make hopanoids, but, for those that do, their synthesis is required for growth. Hopanoids are found in trace amounts in some plants and not at all in the Archaea.
Hopanoids help membranes withstand damaging stress conditions, including high temperatures, low pH, and detergents. They usually comprise 1-5% of the total cellular lipids, but in some cases their proportion rises considerably in response to stress. For example, the thermophile Bacillus acidocaldarius makes about seven times more hopanoids at 65°C than at 60°C, with the hopanoids possibly counteracting the increased fluidity of membrane lipids. Hopanoids are present in the membranes of the actinomycetes that make areal filaments and in Bacillus subtilis during sporulation.
There is something well-nigh incredible about hopanoids and steroids: they are found in very ancient rocks. The hopanoid rings are amazingly stable to acid and alkali conditions and high temperatures, so that when rocks and petroleum formed, those were among the few organic molecules that survived. This may have taken place as long as 1.64 billion years ago. In the process, hopanoids were stripped of some of their side chains, leaving a simple hydrocarbon skeleton behind. During the history of the planet, hopanoids accumulated in spectacular amounts, perhaps as much as 10 12 tons-equal in mass to the organic compounds of all organisms now living. Almost certainly, they represent the largest mass of any single class of organic molecule on Earth, yet they are unfamiliar to most people in and out of science.
Hopanoids-especially with a 2-methyl substitution-serve as potentially useful biomarkers, that is, as indicators of the organisms that existed at a given geologic time. It was believed they tell us that photosynthesizing cyanobacteria were present at the time ancient rocks formed-important for dating the advent of atmospheric oxygen. But there are problems with this idea. Some other bacteria also make hopanoids without producing oxygen. In addition, under some stresses cyanobacteria differentiate into resting cells, akinetes, that produce 10 times the amount of hopanoids as vegetative cells, thus invalidating hopanoid production as a measure of photosynthesis. All is not lost: they may serve as indicators of other biological attributes, such as the ability of olden-day cyanobacteria to differentiate into akinetes.
Looking for what else hopanoids may tell us about early life, Ricci and colleagues systematically assayed extant BLOG EXCERPTS bacteria for the capability to produce 2-methylhopanoids as indicated by the presence of hpnP, the gene encoding C-2 hopanoid methylase, and shc, the gene for squalene hopane cyclase. These genes were found mainly among the alphaproteobacteria, but surprisingly most cyanobacteria, once thought to be great 2-methylhopane producers, do not have the hpnP gene.
How common are these hopanoidrelated genes in terrestrial and aquatic metagenomes? They are relatively infrequent, and the majority are terrestrial. This conclusion should not make paleomicrobiologists particularly happy because, although the fossil record suggests that 2-methylhopane producers lived in shallow tropical seas, they are not enriched in such habitats today. However, about half of today's hopanoid formers are associated with plants in a mutualistic or commensal association. Both these ancient and not-so-ancient habitats support sessile bacterial communities (biofilms?) at low oxygen concentrations.
In the ongoing story of hopanoids and evolution, as older ideas wane, new ones take their place. In this spirit, Ricci and colleagues say: "our ecological data demonstrate that 2-MeBHPs (bacteriohopanepolyol) cannot be used as taxonomic biomarkers for any particular group but suggest 2-MeBHPs may be diagnostic for the confluence of particular environmental parameters."
